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Article 13

S h i p w r e c k e d in O k l a h o m a
Keith Long
(won the 1 9 9 0 OSU Academy o f American Poets First Prize)

Summer
crushed against the landscape,
pressing like an unrelenting hand
of God Himself.
Beyond the glimmer of the club pool,
beyond simmering tennis courts,
beyond:
asphalt parking lots,
the parched fairways o f mid-town golf courses;
the concrete-tiled roofs of sprawling Spanish estates
ranked, filed with driveway ovals;
the east side tenements of last-generation Indians,
hovels hidden by pig-wire
and depleted auto tires and
flourishes of johnson grass
radiating from the posts of mailboxes,
hair-lipped and rusted and flattened
by whizzing beer bottles and waiting the month’s
government subsistence slip.
Beyond that— all that—
August.
A countryside condemned to cultivation,
acre upon acre,
quarter upon quarter,
mile upon mile,
the flat refuse of villainous dust bowls,
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condemned,
aligning itself,
shakily,
shakily,
into row upon row o f
cotton and peanuts,
cash crops, subsidized by D.C. brokers,
acre upon acre,
quarter upon quarter,
young and tender and vulnerable
against the pressing heat of August,
turned, gone cloudless,
breezeless,
oppressive in the afternoon.
Find it:
the silver glint of
irrigation units,
miles and miles rolled into place
by shoulder muscle and thigh muscle
and groin—
spraying the artificial godsend
into the air, soaking the windless
cotton and peanuts
with the precious contents of stock ponds,
measured and notched each morning
along a length of bamboo stalk,
studied by the tobacco frown of farmers
who have turned the color of dust
turned free behind tractor plows and
left to hand limp over the fields
in the moveless, endless afternoons.
The ponds recede day by day,
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inch by inch,
foot by foot,
unreplenished against the drain
of the season and the dry, usurping air
o f August
which even at night
while the landscape drowses,
pulls moisture from the crops,
dispersing it into the atmosphere,
smuggles it off by method
of phantom jet streams
to the Gulf Coast,
where, condemned,
it drops in torrents over
the open Sea of Mexico,
prompting bursts and storms
and finally hurricanes
that lean their shoulders
into the coast of Mexico
and even Texas,
with the water— the sovereign blood—wrung from the flat lands,
the true property of cotton and peanuts,
still young and tender and vulnerable,
and moving against nature
with a firmness and stubbornness
gleaned from the red soil itself,
the red soil which forfeits its moisture,
turns its hot face
on breezeless afternoons
towards the sun and
throws the heat upward,
compounding the dry air,
working in sly harmony
with the air and the sun
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and the heat
against the reckoning o f hard-jawed farmers,
their faces gone red
as the soil under the sun;
their moisture, too, stolen,
smuggled from them during sleep;
they, on moveless afternoons,
leaned against a tractor tire,
rubbing their spit-browned chins
and clearing their narrow nostrils
and admitting above the red soil
this is God’s way.
August breathes:
In herds o f cattle, taking their little comfort
under feeble elm trees
along dry creek banks,
standing like quiet shadows
of themselves,
so that from the hardtop you might count
two times for each
because their blackness makes
shadows within shadows beneath shadows
of elm trees,
their tails moving against
constant shrouds of insects,
clouds which thicken in the shade
and darken the shadows further.
Insects, fertile and regenerate,
humming along the dry creeks.
Summer:
the cows standing
nose to ass, curiously silent,
large-bagged, letting the mass relax
between their axles, guts sagging
to the brown dust, the only sound
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a slashing of tails
and the heavy weightiness, the sound
of tight breath held for evening,
for autumn, for winter,
for something easier shouldered
than the smuggling press
of this heat,
and horseflies landing on tender flanks
until one shadow lies down,
knees buckling to the ground,
snorting against the brown carpet,
sending dust billowing,
scattering flies
for the briefest moment.
Royal, black, haunted
in the middle of cattle

and cotton and peanuts,
rising through the landscape
like giant, mechanized locusts,
their working jaws the oil units
pumping up and down,
whispering some unforgivable secret
to Mother Earth, relentless
as the sun itself: slowly,
eternally, the diesel engine
popping in resistance,
the flywheel spinning its constant songs,
the horsehead dipping
back down with the slow grace
of a trim Chinese waiter,
dipping far down, the heavy, black crude
working its way to the top
and the storage tanks—
the landscape’s only
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and final victory
smuggling itself from itself
while it draws its attention
from itself.
The oil money flows
into the pockets of distrustful
farmers who pour it back
into the land
in puny rows of cotton and peanuts
and shadows o f cows and
calves and lazy, lethargic bulls
that plod to the stock ponds
at dusk
to dip their nostrils
beneath the receding water,
sucking their first belly full
before the water slips away,
through the air,
to drop, next week,
on some Mexican beach.
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